CROACIA

Ayuntamiento de Kalnik

Exchange of experiences in rural development

As a small municipality we would like to achieve cooperation and exchange of experiences from similar small municipalities in Europe, especially in fields:

- development of rural tourism,
- development of winemaking and enology and integration into the local tourism offer,
- experiences with the commercialization of the wine roads,
- combination of tradition and sustainable agriculture,
- protected nature,
- rich historical heritage and ect.

Municipality of Kalnik has experience in conducting two projects, co-financed by the EU IPA Cross border cooperation program.

Brief information about the municipality Kalnik:

Population: 1350 inhabitants,

Number of employees in the municipality Kalnik and the Tourist board: 3,
The number of people who speak english: 2,

More information about Municipality is available at:  http://www.tz.kalnik.hr/en/

Contact:
Tourist board Municipality of Kalnik and Local Action Group PRIZAG
Email: lag.prizag@gmail.com, tz@kalnik.hr  phone: +385992138501 Kruno Durec,
director of Tourist office

LETONIA

Ayuntamiento de Ape

Municipality of Ape is looking for partners for new „Europe for citizens” programme with two projects in two different measures.

Programme: "Europe for Citizens"
Action 2. - " Democratic engagement and civic participation"

Measure 2.1. "Town twinning"

Measure 2.2. "Networks of Towns"

Deadline: March 2014 (if manage everything in time until deadlines) or September 2014

+INFO – pec.cultura@mecd.es
ITALIA

ANTEAS – National Association of Senior Citizens Active Solidarity (Italia)

Pending the publication of the new Europe for Citizens Programme, our association Anteas is looking for European partners to develop and develop participatory manner, a project of the strand 2 Projects, Civil Society with a focus on senior volunteering. The project aims to enhance the volunteer experience that is full of non-formal learning, in its main dimension of cultural learning in the broadest sense of the term. Variations in social and cultural objective of the project is the way we relate to work and leisure assessing similarities and discovering differences.

The exchange of know-how and experience will also use other items such as food, traditions up to the more complex dimensions such as political and social systems of the countries involved. It will be a unique experience to meet people from other countries and have access to their daily lives, professional, cultural and social, giving participants the opportunity to learn new things.

The ANTEAS - National Association of Senior Citizens Active Solidarity counts 120 members and has headquarters in Cosenza Via Rebecchi n16. The agency shares the values of volunteering and implement them in the service of disadvantaged people and the promotion of active citizenship.

Contact

e-mail address: g.dragani@tin.it – mobile 3899875488.